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ABSTRACT 
 
Test and training ranges have sought the holy grail of large-scale range interconnectivity 
for many years.  The ability to test at any range and transmit the information to the 
engineers at the home base and control the mission without sending the entire test team to 
a remote location improves the test schedules, reduces the cost of testing and improves 
the testing capabilities.  New opportunities of interconnecting ranges are changing the 
business of open air range testing and the resulting capabilities.  Two predominant 
opportunities will be discussed in this paper.  First, is taking advantage of the fiber glut 
that the US is currently experiencing along with opportunities for government-acquired 
assets to service the testing community.  This approach provides the government the 
ability to fiber-optically create a virtual test range and provide full interconnectivity of all 
data.  Second is to take advantage of the existing networks such as the Defense Research 
Engineering Network (DREN) to make efficient on-demand type connectivity where, 
otherwise, it would be cost prohibitive.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Test and Evaluation (T&E) community is searching for new ways to stretch budgets 
to meet ever more complex and demanding weapons systems and testing scenarios.  As 
each test center develops specific expertise to meet the needs of a system under test, the 
cost for full deployment to a geographically distributed test range grows with the 
complexity of the platform.  The revolution in the information age is providing new 
opportunities both in capability and economics.  



  

 
Early methods of connecting ranges included analog and relatively low rate microwaves 
to transmit data for little more than a single mission at a time.  As the 
telecommunications industry matured its capability, leased lines became a popular option 
for interconnecting ranges, which typically carried significant cost.  Some programs in 
the specifically designed their telemetry streams to fit in a single T1 (1.544 Mbps) to 
allow the transmission across the public telecommunications infrastructure.  This was 
used several times including climatic testing at Eglin AFB while the data was returned to 
Edwards in real-time for analysis.  
 
Another alternative is the use of satellite communications.  Programs leased bandwidth 
from commercial satellite providers due to the larger available data rates and geographic 
coverage offered. 
 
 

VIRTUAL TEST RANGE ISSUES 
 
Three of the more significant challenges of developing a virtual test range include 
mission control, geography, and growing bandwidth requirements.  Although technology 
allows the development of a virtual test range and distributed analysis, operational 
personnel are reviewing and revising their policies and procedures to ensure that safety is 
not compromised during mission conduct.  The economic impact of increasing bandwidth 
and the wider geography are driving implementers to new and innovative solutions.  
 
Controlling Missions 

 
Mission control is one of the most important aspects of flight safety that must be 
considered.  Current operational policy requires that all participants actively controlling 
the test mission be collocated.  Test conductors are trained to observe the test data 
mission and the body language of the engineers to determine overall risk during a 
mission.  While data can be transmitted to remote locations for processing, the 
operational requirements to distribute the mission control room capability have not 
changed for many years. 
 
Consider low altitude flutter testing; the data must reach the engineers with the highest 
quality and lowest possible delay while also allowing the test conductor to instruct the 
participants to abort the maneuver when a dangerous condition arises.  A distributed 
virtual control room is not conducive to maintaining the highest level of safety. 
 
Geography 
 
The geography of test mission are changing as the platforms become more capable and 
scenarios become more complex.  Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) may require long 
duration tests in excess of 24 hours over an area the size of the Western United States.  
Hypersonic re-entry vehicles have very large footprints with demanding range safety 



  

requirements.  Modeling and simulation integration from distributed centers can increase 
the test footprint from the Western United States to a nationwide support requirement. 
 
Figure 1 shows the Major Range Test Facility Base installations.  These will be the likely 
sources and sinks of data in the DoD test community, although other labs and contractor 
and academic facilities may be required. 
 

 
Figure 1 - MRTFB 

 
As can be seen from the MRTFB locations, there is opportunity for regional and 
nationwide solutions.  Securing cost effective solutions that provide the required 
capability, scalability, and reliability is the key to the success and safe conduct of the 
missions. 
 
Bandwidth 
 
The T&E community is requiring larger bandwidths to satisfy larger telemetry 
bandwidths from more tracking locations.  For instance, one aircraft flying a low level 
weapons mission may require two 5 Mbps telemetry streams from the aircraft and a 
combined two telemetry 5 Mbps streams from two weapons.  Combine these four 
telemetry streams from four different tracking locations and the requirement is for 80 
Mbps on the network.   
 
The requirement for video is also increasing.  Digitized video requires over 200 Mbps 
when not compressed.  However, digital compression techniques allow video to be 
compressed into 4-8 Mbps for transport while still high enough quality for situational 
awareness on many tests.  Many ranges have dozens of video sources and many can be 
required for a single test.  Programs have stated requirements for remote range testing for 
up to 14 video streams.  For this example, a minimum of 56 Mbps is required while 112 
Mbps would be more suitable for higher quality video.  Video will become a much higher 
concern as the commercial world and Department of Defense transitions to High 
Definition Television (HDTV) standards.  Suitable compression for the HDTV in a high 



  

dynamic environment will require a minimum of 15 Mbps.  Using the same video 
requirements, 210 Mbps of network bandwidth will be required within a few years. 
 
Other bandwidth requirements including voice, situational awareness, environmental and 
Radio Frequency spectrum monitoring require another 30 to 50 Mbps of network 
bandwidth.   
 
Therefore, within 2 or 3 years, it would not be unreasonable for a single complex mission 
to consume 340 Mbps of network bandwidth  
 
 

VIRTUAL TEST RANGE OPPORTUNITIES 
 
From an economic perspective, the ability to own infrastructure is changing 
tremendously.  The opportunities to leverage existing government programs and to take 
an opportunistic approach to the downturn in the telecommunication industry can allow 
the government to acquire capability only dreamt of before. 
 
Regional High Capacity Transport Acquisition 
 
Within the past year, many commercial long distance carriers have sold off assets to 
reduce their operational cost and improve their business conditions.  Edwards AFB lead 
the charge to purchase capability from about 20 miles from Edwards to Layton Utah, just 
outside the gate of Hill AFB.  This program, named the Enhanced Range Optical 
Network (EnRON) Data Transmission System (DATS) would have provided 
approximately 40 Gigabits per second of data (GBPS) between Edwards AFB in 
California, Nellis AFB in Nevada, and Hill AFB in Utah with the possibility of including 
Plant 42 in Palmdale, CA, Fort Irwin in Barstow, CA, China Lake in Ridgecrest, CA, 
Marine Air-Ground Combat Center in 29 Palms, CA, Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah, 
Utah Test and Training Range in Utah, and Mountain Home AFB in ID.  
 



  

 
Figure 2 – Proposed EnRON DATS Fiber Optic Capability 

 
This opportunity allowed the purchase of capability installed and operational for about 6 
cents on the dollar and provided a 20-year lease-to-own on fiber optic strands within a 
commercially owned cable.  The effort became a political discussion of responsibilities 
between government organizations and was halted days before the acquisition was 
complete. 
 
The EnRON concept provided for multiple activities from multiple services to share a 
common infrastructure including T&E, M&S, and joint training.  EnRON DATS 
provided a way of bringing multiple funding sources together for sustained capability and 
cost control.   However, it is recognized that test programs have been very reserved in 
contributing to cost sharing of assets to avoid any perception of paying for another 
program’s capability, even if the effort lowered their own costs.  
 
The EnRON DATS program had challenges beyond the political issues mentioned.  The 
concept of last mile connectivity provided challenges of its own.  The last mile is defined 
as the connection between the final customer location and the fiber backbone.  Carriers 
could not provide a suitable dark fiber solution under the present tariff structures.  These 
same carriers are required to install new fiber cable in parallel to their existing fiber runs.  
Many alternatives were explored including power companies, cable television companies, 
and commercial fiber optic installation companies.  The power companies were the most 
promising of the alternatives due to their access to the fiber backbone terminal buildings 
and proximity to the required government facilities.   
 
The total cost for this effort was estimated at 5-6 Million dollars.  The total return on 
investment (ROI) ranges from about 5 years versus a few commercially leased DS-3 (45 
Mbps) down to about 6 months versus commercially leased OC-3 (155 Mbps) 
connectivity between 4 sites.  The EnRON capacity would have greatly surpassed both of 
the capabilities used for comparison in the ROI calculations.  Although the opportunity to 



  

acquire the assets from this particular telecom liquidation sale is no longer available, the 
opportunity still exists to purchase and install a similar capability and still be cost 
effective compared to leasing services.  
 
Utilizing DoD Shared Resources for T&E 
 
An EnRON-like approach may be reasonable from a regional perspective but may not be 
feasible at the national level.  The cost of implementing a long-haul system through areas 
of no particular value can be very expensive.  Another alternative to owned or leased 
infrastructure is sharing existing resources to obtain required services and reduce cost.  
The Air Force and Navy tested a possible solution using the Defense Research 
Engineering Network (DREN), a Department of Defense (DoD) shared asset, to 
demonstrate the possibility of joining test ranges at a national level.   
 
The DREN test between Patuxent River Naval Air Station and Edwards AFB has 
demonstrated simultaneous transmission of real-time video and two streams of telemetry, 
one at 12 Mbps and one at 5 Mbps.   Figure 3 shows the architecture of the system used 
during the test. 
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Figure 3 - Patuxent River to Edwards Capability Using the DREN. 

 
The test was very successful.  The bit error rate on the telemetry was tested to be better 
than 10–11 bit error rate with a round trip latency of 87 milliseconds.  The video was 
MPEG-2 compressed at 5 Mbps and various Group of Picture (GOP) structures were 
used.  At IPPP structure the delay was measured at 369 msec using a frame-by-frame 
analysis with time code inserted at the origination site and inserted again after decoding.   
 
Since T&E support is included in the DREN charter, the test was performed without cost 
to the ranges; however, the cost of supporting missions using this network asset is not 
fully determined.  These tests were configured using automated routing within the 



  

network, the ability to meet availability/reliability/repeatability requirements for mission 
support remains to be validated. 
 
The data quality and delay of these tests were deemed acceptable for most missions.  This 
test is a demonstration that technology and economics can now support the virtual test 
range concept.  The remaining challenge is to integrate the technology into the 
operational policies and procedures for conducting tests. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Although the technology and telecommunications sector may be undergoing difficulties 
to sustain the rapid growth of the 1990s, those same difficulties may present opportunities 
to the T&E community to improve capabilities at a very reasonable cost.  The current 
“fiber glut” provides cost effective means of linking test ranges in regions to greatly 
enhance capabilities by increasing the effective range area, eliminating bandwidth 
bottlenecks and ultimately reducing the schedule and cost of test programs.    
 
Partnering with other government agencies provides the opportunity to create a 
nationwide virtual range capability.  Partnerships similar to the DREN effort can reduce 
costs compared to traditional bandwidth leasing arrangements and provide a sustainable 
common infrastructure. 
 
Operational integration of the virtual range capability is not an easy challenge.  Testers 
rely on centralized staffing to maintain safety of flight and safety of test.  A new 
paradigm of a virtual test range supports a distributed test team concept that removes 
some of the direct communications that are valuable during risky mission profiles. 
 
The T&E community is trying to do more with less.  Partnering with other government 
agencies and leveraging the commercial sector provide unique opportunities to improve 
capabilities in a cost efficient and innovative manner.    These means should be explored 
with an eye on improvement of capability and the required maturation of operational 
policy to ensure maximum benefit. 
 
 
 




